
Writing an Outstanding 
College Admissions Essay
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Colleges Want Students With…

� Proven academic abilities in challenging classes

� Involvement in school activities and community service

� Leadership experience and interpersonal skills

� Strong ACT/SAT scores

� Goals for the future



How Admissions Works…

� Read at least twice 

� Geographical counselor (counts heavily) & recommends 
to committee

� Approach is everything!



Your Primary Goals…

� Make your essay stand out by making it unique &
memorable

� Make your admissions officer want to meet you



Tell a Story Only YOU Can Tell…

� Specific challenge that demonstrates who you are, what you 
value and your character

� Address how an experience/incident allowed you to “walk 
in someone else’s shoes” and its impact

� Stay away from controversial topics and direct persuasion



Consider…

Explain, expand or emphasize what you “look like” on paper

� EXPLAIN a low grade, weakness in a subject area or less 
challenging course choices

� EXPAND by filling in a “hole,” e.g. lack of community 
service or lack of leadership experiences

� EMPHASIZE an experience that points to your strengths, 
character or ability to adapt and learn



Remember…

�Answer the question completely

One essay does not necessarily fit all



First  Impressions…

� You have 10 seconds to make a good impression so 
begin with a(n):

�Rhetorical question

�In medias res scenario…dramatic action

�Shocking statement

�Challenge of conventional wisdom

�Contrasts~ “There are two types of students…”

�Confession

�Lesson learned



Pearls  of  Wisdom…

� Brainstorm, draft, revise- give yourself time to prepare

� Walk away and let it “ripen”

� Never assume anything

� Add  VOICE and be yourself!!! 

� Watch your tone: whiney, accusatory or boastful

� Have fun!



The  Final  Touches…

� Read your essay out loud…does it sound right? Does it sound 
genuine?

� Watch verb tenses and run on sentences

� Use figurative language- similes and metaphors

� Repeat strategic words or phrases to make a point or 
emphasize and idea



Final Touches Continued…

� Humor can turn the ordinary piece into an interesting 
one

� Make sure the essay is more descriptive and expository 
than narrative

� Proofread, proofread, proofread!!!

� Ask an adult (not parent) to read it and give you feedback



Common Errors…

� Its (a possessive pronoun) and it’s (it is)

� Effect (the result) and affect (changes)

� There,  they’re,  their

� Choose/chose and loose/lose

� Semicolon misuse

� Capitalization should be consistent



Overused Essay Topics…

� “How community service taught me the importance of 
helping others”- (sincere and long term)

� “Hard work always pays off and other lessons learned 
while playing sports” 

� “How my trip to another country broadened my 
horizons” (personal growth vs. the trip)



Overused Essay Topics…

� “Tales of my success” (how I overcame adversity to win the 
day)

� “The story of my life”



Top 10 Ways to Annoy Admission 

Counselors…

� 10) Sending unexpected extras with your application- ask first

� 9) Asking about majors that don’t exist- you can’t major in “CSI”

� 8) Putting the name of another college in your essay

� 7) Being unaware of your GPA and test scores

� 6) Talking to an admission counselor before researching the
college



Top Ten Continued…

� 5) Stopping at a college fair table without talking to the 
admissions officer

� 4) Letting your parents complete your application and essay

� 3) Calling or emailing everyone in the admission office to convey 
your interest or asking each person the same question hoping 
for a different answer

� 2) Calling the admission office every week, or better yet…

� 1) Letting your parents call the admission office for you



Previous  Prompts…

� “ Tell us about an experience that a transcript does not 

reflect:  your passions and commitments, your hopes, a 

personal challenge, a hardship overcame or the cultural 

awareness you’ve gained.”

~ University of Washington



Previous  Prompts…

� “Select a creative work that has influenced the way you 

view the world and the way you view yourself.  Discuss 

the impact the work has had on you.” ~ NYU                      



Previous Prompts…

� “What does Play-Doh have to do with Plato?
U. of Chicago  



Recap…

� Communicate your excitement and passion- write about 
something you know and care about

� Brevity is a virtue- strive to summarize, be clear and 
concise

� Allow plenty of time to write, re-write and proofread

� Be yourself



Questions…

� Leontina Liebe, School Counselor- Ext. 78215

Sources:  Bauld, Harry, On Writing the College Application Essay,; McMullin, Kevin, Princeton Review; Nourse, Kenneth, How to 

Write Your College Application Essay; and former CHS teacher Linda Kimball. 


